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Eric Joy

Name that plant!
What has a black, green (with purple edges), grape, pink 
or white flower? With red or green stems, and silver or 
green leaves?

Here’s a couple of other hints: It is one of the first plants 
to flower, takes full shade, and is a nice 12x15" mound of 
evergreen foliage.

Give up? Hellebore ‘Onyx Odyssey’ (black), ‘Jade Tiger’ 
(green with purple edges), ‘Grape Galaxy’ (purple with 
darker flecking), ‘Pink Frost’ (pink with burgundy stems), 
and ‘Silver Lace’ (white with silver leaves)

According to all the “High Glossy Mags” this is the plant of 
the year. It took a lot of begging and pleading but I have 
them all this spring (and a few more!). They should be 
here late in March to early April. You better hurry because 
I want at least 3 of each and I know the perennial girls are 
gonna want some too! 

How our Government is 
helping you out
Here are a few things that all of you need to be aware of as 
landscape contractors in Michigan, but may not have heard of.

Watch for articles relating to HB 5228. This is a state resolution 
that will change the definition of a “Commercial Motor Vehicle”. 
Currently it is defined as a vehicle with a gross weight over 10,000 
lbs. So all of your vehicles that are over this weight you now 
have to have federal inspections and USDOT numbers on. This 
resolution will change that to trucks over 26,000 lbs. That means 
that most of your pickup trucks and trailers will no longer be listed 
as “Commercial Motor Vehicles”. This means no inspections, no 
USDOT numbers, etc.

The second one to watch is SB 946. This bill will change how 
Nursery Inspections are handled. It is really is looking at the nursery 
stock dealers, and reducing the amount of money that you are 
charged to get this license. Currently you are charged $100 to get 
this license every year. This bill proposes to reduce that to as low 
as $35 per year. Of course this will vary business to business, but 
any opportunity to pay the government less money is a bonus.

Both of these should save you money for your businesses. So 
keep your eyes peeled for more updates from us and other industry 
sources.

Kim Roth

Name that plant!
What has a black, green (with purple edges), grape, pink or white 
flower? With red or green stems, and silver or green leaves?

Here’s a couple of other hints: It is one of the first plants to flower, 
takes full shade, and is a nice 12x15" mound of evergreen foliage.

Give up? The answer: Hellebore ‘Onyx Odyssey’ (black), ‘Jade 
Tiger’ (green with purple edges), ‘Pink Frost’ (pink with burgundy 
stems), ‘Grape Galaxy’ (purple with darker flecking), and ‘Silver 
Lace’ (white with silver leaves).

‘Onyx Odessy’   ‘Jade Tiger’

‘Pink Frost’    ‘Grape Galaxy’

According to all the “High Glossy Mags” this is the plant of the year. 
It took a lot of begging and pleading but I have them all this spring 
(and a few more!). They should be here late in March to early April. 
You better hurry because I want at least 3 of each and I know the 
perennial girls are gonna want some too!
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